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This Issue’s Cover Picture
Mark Helmore views  the Washing Machine

       in Ogof Draenen

 From the Log   1/1/02                             Mark, Dom and Butch
First trip to Oxford Extensions for us. Down through Eliptic,
Snowball and the Last Sandwich! To enter More Singing
and Dancing- an enormous trunk passage leading past Out
of the Blue- a fine 1k long streamway and on into Into the
Black and then out. 8hrs approx.
                        5/1/02                                        Mark, Dom
Back to the Oxford Extensions. This time we visited the
War of the World area with (supposedly) the second largest
passage in the country. An outrageous passage with many
fine formations if you hunt them out! 11hrs approx.
Left, Helectites in Sendero Luminoso    Photo’s Dom Sealey
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Later Memories of NHASA at Twin Titties Swallet
Jim Hanwell

My intended double-barrelled offering on TT’s has cunningly turned into a three-some set by our
editor. Believing it better to keep one’s powder dry until the last moment, he has reserved my finale
down the cave itself for the next issue. Here, then, we offer the survey and set the scene on the
surface.
After Luke Devenish blasted open the entrance shaft in 1969, as recalled in the previous journal,
Vol. 26 (278), February 2002, NHASA moved on to other sites. TT’s was visited less and less
during the “seventies” The  only serious progress made was by diggers from the Shepton Mallet
Caving club; however, their efforts to push the choked rifts and tiny grottoes at the bottom of the
steeply sloping passage beyond the entrance shaft were continually hampered.  Loose fill kept
slumping in from narrow avens ascending about 10 metres to the adjacent surface depression
above.
Thus it was that TT’s languished for fifteen years before further attention from NHASA. The gaping
entrance shaft was protected with a large steel plate, supplied by Steve Wynne-Roberts, and
installed by him and Fred Davies.  A horizontal trap door, bolted from the inside through an arm-
sized hole, was firmly secured by a padlock below.  To the best of my knowledge, TT’s was only
visited thereafter by curious cavers until 1985, more to tick off their lists of Mendip sites worth
visiting.
Meanwhile, NHASA gained notable successes elsewhere, which have already been reported. For
example, we helped John Cornwell to bottom Rhino Rift on 20th March 1971, and, soon afterwards,
enjoyed a breakthrough down North Hill Swallet on 30th May 1971. Then the UBSS kindly agreed
to us “having their licence” to take on Manor Farm Swallet at Charterhouse-on-Mendip the
following Spring on 1st March 1972.  And, as if to underline the maxim that real success comes in
threes, this longstanding digging site finally yielded to our siege tactics on 12th Sept 1973.
NHASA’s “Log Book” Volume I (1970-1991) contains the original entries on the work undertaken
during this period.
Our “Log Book” also reminds me that, during the rest of 1973, we assisted the Double Back (or
Zoo) and Rock Swallet diggers before turning our attention to the Windsor Hill dig during the
summer of 1974.  This delightful place was yet another initially prospected using “twiggotech” by
Mike Thompson, whilst I pored over site maps of the old quarries thereabouts. Eventually, we
hunted down the inlet stream to its elusive sink; much of it hidden beneath quarry waste and coal
ash discarded down the embankment that formerly carried the magic Somerset and Dorset railway
crossing Mendip. During wet spells and floods, it rivalled the Swildon’s stream.  Maybe then, a
concerted, if “Slow and Dirty”, dig would lead us into a “Swift and Delightful” passage heading
towards St Andrew’s Wells at Wells?  But, alas, like the old S&D itself, the dream faded in reality
and we left the dig unrequited after a seven-year slog. So, my postscript to the Windsor Hill dig in
the NHASA “Log Book” (Vol. I) ends, somewhat sadly: “Nothing ventured, nothing gained”.
From 1982 to 1983 we dug at the bottom of Sludge Pit; but, despite the arrival of “portotech”,
progress there seemed inversely proportional to the amount of machinery deployed!  Thus, in
search of renewing success at old pastures, we eventually returned to TT’s on 26th June 1985.
Fred Davies had persuaded us that the choke at the bottom of the slope below the entrance shaft
ought to be pushed, for he had given it several promising prods with Phil Romford during the
previous year.
So, having taken aim, I now fire my second shot - the untold story of TT’s until the farmer stopped
us working there in 1992.  For Mike T. and myself, however, I recall that the last two years of this
stint saw our caving and digging sprees grind to a halt. Increasingly distracted by the illnesses, to
which our respective wives tragically succumbed in 1991, we ourselves took little part in the
bottoming and wrapping up of the TT’s dig. A decade on, I will now try to fill the gap created by
these cruel “unconformities”. (concluding in the next Journal)

Success and some serious spelaeological advancement
This account will be accompanied with more illustrations, such as my block diagram setting the
geological scene for TT’s at the end of the previous article. A follow-up to this has been unearthed
from the mountain of aids I formerly inflicted upon many apparently grateful students studying
geology over the years; a period oddly matching that spanned by the first volume of NHASA’s “Log
Book”.  And another I had even forgotten about was found pasted into the early pages of Volume
II, sometime over that bleak Christmas in 1991 into the New Year, and a new life.
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Note the different scales of these reproductions

Pictures enhance words and numbers in field studies. Where, indeed, would we be without being
able to doodle on beer mats, make cave surveys and take photographs?  Let’s start, then, with
where I myself effectively ended at TT’s by surveying and drawing up our finds.
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The Survey
My notes on the accompanying plan and extended section show that the cave was surveyed on
three separate occasions.  Those who helped on these trips are also acknowledged on the former
drawing.  The initial survey took us to the third ladder pitch on 12th Dec 1987; the next one to the
bottom of the fifth ladder on 4th Aug 1989, and the last one on 9th Dec 1991 reached the end
beyond the seventh ladder pitch which bottomed the Main Chamber.  These dates are also a good
indication of key breakthroughs made as the dig progressed downwards, of course; the respective
depths reached being 28 metres, 40m and 69m at the end.  Some claim the latter to be deepest
dig on Mendip to date.
It should be noted that the plan uses unconventional passage outlines where these corkscrew
beneath each other after the approach to the Fifth Pitch: the upper level outlines are emboldened,
the middle level ones are pecked and the lower level bounds of the Main Chamber dotted.  The
latter two should not be regarded as conjectural, therefore.  Likewise, I have broken with tradition
in drawing up the section, to depict the “stacked” development in the lower half of the system.

On the three survey trips, I used the same handheld Suunto compass and clinometer, and a 30-
metre reinforced linen tape. The former instruments were carefully calibrated before and after each
visit, and the tape was re-checked for its accuracy between walls in my home.  As the cave was full
of our ironmongery, I surveyed in and out from the entrance each time using leap-frog legs with
alternating forward and back sights.  The intermediate stations inside, therefore, were a little
different on each session, save for fixed points at the bottom of the third pitch and head of the
fourth pitch where vertical plumbs were used.  The crosses marked on both drawings show the
stations used on the last trip whilst the triangles locate the fixed points on all three surveys.
Magnetic deviations were carefully determined every time, by reference to given points on the wall
boundaries surrounding the TT’s field, and a known base line in my garden at Wookey Hole,
independently established by astronomical fixes many years before.
Overall, then, three separate closures were made; their tiny errors on returning to the entrance
being proportionally distributed until “lost” among all the legs each time.  Stations were located by
calculating and plotting their co-ordinates with respect to True North.  In those days, I had just
graduated from fingers, slide-rule and log tables to a programmed scientific calculator for crunching
the numbers! Fred Davies also helped.  As the differences between the three plots, particularly at
the fixed points, proved much less than the plottable error at the scale used for the final drawing, it
seemed that the results produced were accurate.  Moreover, in being photo-reduced to even
smaller scales for publication here, they suffice their purpose.  And I am happy if cave surveying
buffs assign their grades to meet the method outlined, for this is not the place to ride my old hobby
horse!

              1st Pitch 1988                            3rd Pitch 1988                                   4th Pitch 1988

 The locality and its past
The entrance to Twin Titties Swallet is located on the broad limestone plateau of Central Mendip
about 700 metres south west of Priddy Green.  Here, the two distinctively shaped closed
depressions concerned lie alongside the old “Coffin Path” from the village (mentioned in my first
article).  This route is now a Right of Way shown on Ordnance Survey maps, such as the 1:25 000
“Explorer” (Sheet 141) for Cheddar Gorge & Mendip Hills West, or “Pathfinder” (Sheet ST 45/55)
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for Cheddar. The National Grid Reference of the cave entrance is ST 52235046 (see Willie
Stanton’s entry in “The Complete Caves”, published with Nick Barrington in 1976, and the write-up
by Dave Irwin and Tony Jarratt in their latest “Mendip Underground” guide, 1993).  Both books give
the altitude of the entrance above Ordnance Datum (OD) sea level as 810 feet (say 245 metres).
The 250-metre contour line enveloping the two depressions is clearly marked on the OS maps
referred to, as is the small pond between them. They are located at the bottom of an even larger
and elongated closed basin, more or less bounded by the 255-metre contour.

There are many similar closed basins and depressions scattered over Mendip’s broad limestone
plateau, some remarkably like those at TT’s.  For example, an almost identical duo of depressions,
separated by a pond no less, is found at Middle Down on the hilltop above Cheddar and Draycott.
Coincidentally, the smaller of these two depressions, known as Middle Down Drove Swallet, was
dug by Luke Devenish in 1949-50.  At that time, Luke was a young lion of the MNRC and insisted,
with characteristic whimsy, in dubbing the site “Tiddle-Tum-Tum”!  A little later in 1951, a few local
lads, including myself, had a “go” at the deeper adjacent depression which we named, rather
prophetically, Twin Hollows Swallet. Looking back, such names conjure up the innocence and
naivety of tender youth typifying would-be Wessex cavers in those post-War austerity years!   The
formation of such widespread features across much of the plateau will be outlined shortly; so,
suffice for the moment that the TT’s site is difficult to miss – even in a typical Mendip mist!

The most recent addition to the literature on the area is Andy Farrant’s splendid field guide entitled:
“Walks Around the Caves and Karst of the Mendip Hills” (BCRA Cave Studies Series Number 8,
1999). His fourth excursion neatly encompasses the Priddy and North Hill sites in question; TT’s
getting a brief mention for its “two shapely depressions”, and as an example of a “vadose invasion”
cave “similar to Rhino Rift” (see page 31).  Andy’s succinct summaries of Mendip’s geology and
geomorphology to introduce his walks are also excellent value, and worthy of following up to
enliven my own observations of how TT’s probably formed.
Before going down the cave itself, in the next issue, therefore, it seems appropriate to describe and
offer brief explanations of the surface features from Eastwater and Upper Pitts to the entrance of
TT’s via Andy’s proposed route through Priddy. Since readers will be very familiar with the sites
and scenery hereabouts, however, I propose taking the short cut by road to the village green.
Another glance at my block diagram in the previous journal showing the rocks and structures
beneath the area may also help, for the trip also takes us back through time and the so-called
geological succession illustrated in the diagram’s key.

Geological Survey maps of the area give the full picture, of course.  Whilst the eastern edge of the
“Special” Sheet ST45 for Cheddar at the larger 1:25 000 scale lies a tantalising 2km west of
Priddy, TT’s is fortuitously located near the centre of the new 1:50 000 Series Sheet 280 for Wells
(1984).  These maps are, of course, based on the old “One-inch” version accompanying the classic
memoir on the “Geology of the Country around Wells and Cheddar” (HMSO, 1965). They result
from the significant re-survey of Mendip undertaken by Gilbert Green in the immediate post-War
years.  Wessex members and NHASA, in particular, have Gilbert to thank for his prophetic choice
in drawing the cross-section on Sheet 280. This traverses Mendip through North Hill, and Upper
Pitts no less, before heading along much of the “Coffin Path” south west of TT’s!  Do take a look
before setting out from Eastwater, and note where the different types of limestone outcrop.

Mendip’s rocks show that our climates have changed, respectively spanning the range of
environments found today in equatorial, tropical, temperate and polar regions, as our fragment of
the Earth’s crust has drifted northwards. We may picture a slow journey through these climatic
zones which began 440 million years ago when Mendip was “born” as a subtropical volcanic island
deep in the Southern Hemisphere in Silurian times.  Our “voyage” northwards, crossed the Equator
just before “half time” when the older Primary rocks (Palaeozoics) were uplifted into fold mountains
about 280 million years ago.  Since then, the last lap has taken us to our present position nearer
the polar margins of mid-latitude weather.
Over the past 200 million years or so, therefore, the Secondary rocks (Mesozoics) that formerly
buried Mendip reveal cooling climates on the whole, punctuated by significant warmer phases
caused by climatic changes globally.  Subsequent Tertiary and Quaternary rocks (Cainozoics)
ended with the Ice Age when Arctic climates gripped Britain several times over the last 2 million
years.  These glacial episodes, interspersed with warmer phases known as interglacials, have
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finally shaped today’s Mendip and helped to form our caves.  Whilst we now live in a warming post-
glacial period that began barely 12 000 years ago, Britain’s slow drift northwards continues into an
unknown the future, of course.
Local evidence for this “voyage” is exhibited in Wells Museum, which repays a visit if only to see
where the Club’s first President, Herbert Ernest Balch, devoted much of his full life.  Now back to
Eastwater, the scene of HEB’s favourite cave.  How timely, then, to celebrate the centenary of its
discovery in 1902 by reviewing subjects that fired his enthusiasm to explore caves!  My trip down
memory lane thus puts the above story into reverse as we go back through time and down TT’s to
the bottom of the dig.

   En route to TT’s
On leaving Eastwater Lane,
the flat floor of the now dry
valley along which the
Priddy to Cheddar road runs
formed during the Ice Age
when Mendip lay just
beyond the limits of the ice
sheets and glaciers
covering the rest of Britain.
Here, “deepfreeze” weather
persisted throughout the
year over lengthy periods,
as in today’s sub-Arctic
zones around the margins
of the polar ice cap. Under
these so-called periglacial
conditions, Mendip’s bare
limestone plateau was
windswept; its surface
strewn with frost-shattered
debris and easily blown
freeze-dried “dusts” called
loess. Such severe physical
weathering was assisted by
rapid dissolution of the
limestone surface when
thaws occurred.  Beneath
this active layer, however,
the ground over widespread
areas remained frozen all-
year. This so-called
continuous permafrost
restricted any underground
drainage so that summer
melt waters from localised
snow and ice fields ponded
up on the surface. In the
middle of the broad plateau
especially, these grew into
seasonal lakes, storing
much of the annual
precipitation to the area.
Their overflows fed highly
erosive surface streams that

incised deep valleys across the plateau surface which have since become a distinctive dry valley
network.  Every year, great torrents spilled off the surrounding slopes, carving the gorges and
combes that characterise the steep flanks of Mendip.  Imagine severe floods, comparable to those
on 10th July 1968, happening annually over many millenia!
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Annual freeze-thaw conditions also produced screes and mud slides that slowly sludged down
even the gentlest slopes. Such mass movements infilled the shallow basins and valley floors,
providing large amounts of debris to be shunted downstream during each flood season. These
braided flood plains comprised of mixed gravels like vast conveyor belts on the move. Older cave
entrances and open shafts were bunged up and buried beneath such material. The valley gravels
at Priddy, for example, cap the top of Cowsh Avens; which lies directly under Main’s Barn at Manor
Farm.  Our earlier Priddy Green Sink dig lies tantalisingly close in solid bedrock on the north side
of this old valley.  It appears that the gravel floor of the Green is at least 8m thick.  These so-called
drift deposits are mapped as “Head” on Geological Survey maps, and our local sheets show a
ribbon of this along the valley from the Hunters to Cheddar Head at the top of the Gorge.

The “Coffin Path” leaves Priddy Green via the Little Batch cul-de-sac. It ascends the valley side
behind the New Inn onto the limestone plateau, some 20 metres above the valley floor, and then
crosses fields towards Westbury-sub-Mendip.  The first two fields are almost level at 260 metres
OD, and afford widespread views over Central Mendip; a good vantage for seeing that much of the
plateau surface is of similar height, despite the complex geology beneath.  This relationship has
generated considerable debate among geomorphologists, and their conclusions are well
summarised in Willie Stanton’s essay on the “Evolution of the Mendip Landscape” at the end of
“The Complete Caves” (1976).
Suffice here, then, to say that TT’s provides some useful clues which help to resolve such issues.
My own sequence of stylised diagrams depicting the main stages involved may help. These were
first drawn thirty years ago to illustrate  “The Geological Story of Wells”, and may be seen as a
follow-up to the block diagram accompanying my last article. The three diagrams generally show
how the fold mountains of Mendip have been respectively denuded, buried and largely exhumed
during the second half of the slow journey northwards already outlined.  In effect, after Triassic
times, the Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks on Central Mendip have “been and gone”.  Aspects of all
three phases still survive down TT’s, however.

On entering the large field in which the cave lies, the “Coffin Path” noticeably descends into a
closed basin whose “rim” generally follows the field’s boundaries. This feature may be called the
Gargill basin, as outlined in my previous article.  To the south-east, towards Pelting Drove, there is
a col which would have been an outlet for any water that overflowed from the periglacial lake
formerly occupying the basin.  Such overflows would have joined others to feed the surface
drainage into Ebbor Gorge. A similar col on the northern rim of the basin would have carried
overspilling water to the Cheddar catchment. But, being slightly higher, this outlet must have been
abandoned earlier; an example of localised or headwater river capture along the water shed
between the competing surface drainage networks to Cheddar and Wookey Hole.  As mentioned,
TT’s is one of the smaller basins in the “chain” of such features strung out along the broad plateau
towards Cheddar.
It is possible that the larger basins, begun as Mendip’s former Triassic surface, were eventually
exhumed by the end of Tertiary times. Focussed limestone solution around fossil swallets at the
edges of the Mesozoic cover during its final phases as residual cap rocks may well explain how
some of these basins originated. Thereafter, preferential solutional weathering, lowering particular
limestones and structures more than others as the Palaeozoic basement was progressively
exposed, must play a part in their subsequent enlargement.  The latter would be prevalent in colder
climates, especially when localised ice fields and seasonal lakes occupied such basins.
The origin and development of the closed depressions, or dolines, which occur all over Mendip,
pose a greater problem.  A few are simple and sudden roof collapses into caves already formed,
whilst some undoubtedly result from the general lowering of surfaces until pre-existing holes were
gradually uncovered or “unroofed”.  In both cases, the ancient caves concerned were probably
phreatic ones, developed when Mendip’s former water tables stood at much higher levels during
Tertiary times, or even earlier.   Many more will be old swallow holes, as mentioned above, i.e.
around nearby impermeable overburdens, or even beneath any overlying rocks and fills readily
infiltrated by ground waters in some way before attacking the buried limestone surfaces.  The latter
process is sometimes called suffosion, to distinguish its more complex action from that involved
with the formation of simple solution hollows on exposed limestone outcrops.  Andy Farrant, for
example, calls them “suffusion dolines”, and argues that they often cause the subsidence of thin
overlying cover deposits into them.  Thereafter, presumably, diggers at such sites might expect to
find relics of such infills deep down, long after the surrounding cover has been removed.  Pounding
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Pot and nearby depressions in the fields to the east of the Miners’ Arms and Castle of Comfort are
good examples. Closed depressions at the lowest points of periglacial lake basins would also
serve as “plug holes” when the permafrost gradually thawed. Whilst acting as temporary sediment
traps for lake-bed and “Head” deposits, such debris would also be regularly flushed through to fill
up any caves below as the lakes drained underground; rather akin to a toilet “at work”, once a year!

This racy review of the subject may
be concluded, therefore, by noting
that the simple solution hollows
described in many texts are
probably rare on Mendip.  On the
other hand, good examples of
swallets and Andy’s “suffusion
dolines” are found at the edges of
surviving Mesozoic caps along the
northern limb of the North Hill
pericline above the Harptrees and
Litton.  Also, the more complete
cover of Jurassic rocks over
Eastern Mendip has classic
sections exposed along the Mells
Valley and in many limestone
quarries where the earlier stages in

                The First Grotto          Photo Brian Prewer  the formation of such features are
apparent. The evidence for such activity on the surface around TT’s is scant, however, and we
must go underground to find convincing relics of its long heritage.
                                                                                                                                 To be concluded

A Mountain Too Far (an epic near the site of this year’s Herault Meet)
Malc Foyle

It was back in August 2000, myself and a dwarf, his legs swinging quite happily in the passenger
seat next to me because they wouldn’t reach the floor of the Landrover, were driving down one of
the superb valleys in the Herault.  We had just been on a voyage of discovery and found the
entrance of a system called Grotte Exsurgence du Garrel . The system is something over 7
kilometers long, needs very little tackle and has a howling gale coming out of the entrance, which
was bliss because the temperature on the surface was about 38 centigrade (bloody hot). As I said
we were driving down the valley and we passed a huge Cirque on our right, ‘Bloody ‘ell’ I said to
dwarf ‘thank Christ that poxy cave weren’t in that bloody thing it’s sodding huge’. ’Me legs aren’t
long enough to get up that bloody great thing’ replied Dwarfy ‘anyway it’s too ‘OT.‘  Enough about
the summer as an article will be winging its way to Hon Ed when Dwarfy can find a chair high
enough to allow him to reach his keyboard!
Anyway no more digs at dwarfs and back to the article in question.  It is now December 2000 -
same Landrover, same valley, no dwarf, only a boy and an old codger.  Now we are looking for a
vertical system called ‘Aven du Grelot’.
We sorted out the position of the cave on the map before we set off and I’m thinking ‘I hope I’ve got
this wrong.‘  As we drive down the valley the magic cave hunting machine’s pointer swings and I
think ‘Oh shit’. It’s pointing straight at that bloody great Cirque.
Even though its December and the middle of the afternoon its still 18 or 19 centigrade (quite
warm).  We park up on the verge, get out of the car and start putting on rucksacks and boots, my
enthusiasm now completely gone. While Mike and I are studying the magic cave hunting device
and I am contemplating looking for the Grelot up in this huge limestone wall and trying to twist my
ankle on the verge, Saga notices an old French couple picking olives by hand just behind the car.
‘Bonjour’ says John followed by a number of words in French I think (totally unintelligible) followed
by Grotte, which, of course the Old French gentleman recognized.
Now we were in the situation of Mike and I just about being ready to set off along what we thought
was a path to the base of this Cirque, because unfortunately the magic cave hunting machine had
not changed it’s mind.  John meanwhile was trying to have a conversation with this old French
chap in his best going out French (not).  The Olive picker was speaking as fast as only old French
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olive pickers can and one word that the old feller kept saying that we could understand was
‘Grotte.’  Yours truly was trying his best to become invisible and blend into the nearest Olive tree.
Then Mike uttered the magic words ‘Malc you speak French have a chat with him’. Here we go
again I thought - almost exactly one year ago in a valley just over the next hill Mike and the dwarf
uttered nearly those exact words.  They had accosted a French hunter while I was quite happily
wandering down a dry river bed in my own little world, pissed off after spending all day looking for a
cave called the ‘Grotty Sergent’ and quite successfully not finding it.  Anyway I thought ‘What can
possibly go wrong?’  One good thing olive pickers don’t carry shotguns! I dutifully entered into a
very one sided conversation with this old French bloke - him doing a lot of arm waving, the word
Grelot cropping up a lot and me standing in the middle of the road not understanding a bloody
thing.  So I end up in the middle of this olive grove with the guidebook in one hand, the Top 25 map
in the other, the old French bloke one side and his missus (who had decided to join in the fun) on
the other. One of them took the map the other took the book and both of them spoke at exactly the
same time - I think about the same thing.  By now I’m standing in the middle of the olive grove shell
shocked and John and Mike are standing by the car pissing themselves with laughter (thanks
mates).
Eventually as I suspected, the locals did know where the cave was. It just took a combined effort of
Mr and Mrs Olive picker about 20 minutes to make me understand that there was a foot path that
went straight to the cave, off a track just down the road on the second left turn (see, my French is
improving).
So we jumped back into the car after thanking Mr and Mrs Olive picker and drove off down the
road looking for the second left turn. We duly arrived and again got out of the car.  Sure enough
there was a large footpath leading off towards the cliffs.  John told us to head off because we
would travel faster than he would and by now it was late afternoon.
We set off up the footpath thinking ‘This is all right it’s marked with Yellow paint’.  We followed the
path up by some bee hives and a little pond and on upwards towards the limestone cliffs and that
sodding great Cirque. The path was getting less and less obvious, as do a lot of the lesser used
paths in other parts of France, so we just kept going following any yellow marks that we saw.  We
were starting to gain a fair bit of height and the path was now rather less than obvious - like
invisible.  We stopped and had a chat and realized that all the yellow markers we had been
following for about the last hour were in fact yellow lichen!  By now we had been acting like
mountain goats crossed with rock climbers. It was starting to get dusk, so it was shit or bust
because neither of us wanted to, or thought that we could, find our way back in the half -light, so
the only way was up to find the path that we should have been on. Plus the fact I had an incentive.
Would you like to spend a night stuck on a bloody great hill with Mike? (We only had one bivi bag)
No, I thought not.
We pressed on upwards on a great scree slope at an angle of about 70 degrees and how I hate big
scree slopes, one up and six back. After a bit more acting like bloody mountain goats the ground
started to level off a bit. Then music to my ears ‘Malc I’ve got the path.’  For about a nano second I
could have kissed him because I was buggered. The magic cave hunting machine was telling us
that we were about 250 metres from the cave. So we had a quick jog (yes I said jog) along the top
of the scarp until we came to a point where we thought the cave was and found a 30 Metre drop.
You've got it. We called it a day because it was now dusk and we still had a member of saga to
locate because he had the car keys.
It was a really nice little path; well-marked and quite large as paths go (how could we have missed
it on the way up) so we made good progress on the way back. The bits of the path that had 2
metre high built up walls were particularly impressive (too much beer the night before?). We were
wandering back down the path quite happily when we saw a madly flailing Zimmer stick and you
got it, attached to this madly flailing stick was that famous saga member, we had found the car
keys. John told us how he had started to follow us up our non existent path realized that we had
gone wrong and back tracked and found the right one and started to wander up to meet us. So we
all went home. What a day!
We decided that we really had to find and log the entrance; so a few days later we were planning
to be back in the same valley to do a saga trip. Mike and I decided to set off a bit early now that we
knew how to get to the entrance, or so we thought, find and log it, and then meet John for the saga
trip.  Rita decided to come along for the walk so we arrived to meet Mike a little after the appointed
time and set off up the right path this time.
The day was not quite as nice as of late; the cloud was about 100 metres below the tops so the
view was restricted. We wandered along quite happily, Mike in the lead (‘cause he’s young and
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keen) Rita and I wandering along behind. We kept going on and on up the footpath and the clouds
were quite thick, so we could not get any bearings from our surroundings we just had to follow
Mike and our noses. We kept going up and up I started to think ‘I’m not sure that we kept going up
this long the other day.’  Eventually we stopped for a drink and decided to check our position.  We
got out the magic cave-hunting machine and low and behold it said “You idiots you’re 100 metres
too high.”  At this point Rita gave us a few well-chosen words, which I can’t possibly put into print.
As luck would have it, at that precise moment the cloud cleared and looking down I could see we
were directly above the point we needed to be at. There followed a lengthy discussion on how we
had gone wrong because there were no turnings on the path that we descended a few days before
or so we thought. We started to back track and got to a stage where we could see the path we
wanted 20 metres below us and with words of disagreement from Rita we set off down over the
rock and scree. We reached the right path with only one small incident. She who must be obeyed
decided not to use her feet for one bit of the descent, instead relying on her bum, doing so she
managed to rip the ass out of her strides (whoops).

We eventually got back to the top
of the drop reached a few days
earlier and luckily the Boy Scout
had brought climbing rope with
him. This was just as well
because the climb down was very
greasy and I would have taken a
flyer if the rope had not been
there (yes adrenaline is brown).
We found the entrance realizing
that it was the right one because
its name was painted on it!  We
went in as far as the first pitch and
then climbed back up to lunch
with Rita.  On the way down I
helped Rita up every climb with a
well-placed hand through the hole

                                  Aven du Grelot.                                        in her strides (she couldn’t clout me
when she was concentrating, but made up for it later). Went to the pub, waited for he of the flailing
zimmer stick and then went caving.
One day they will let me write about the potholing or diving.

Rediscovering Noxon Park Iron Mines
Michael Thomas

Over a long period of time Gavin Newman and many other Cavers and Cave Divers have been re-
exploring the Iron mines of Noxon Park in the Forest of Dean. Most of Gavin’s recent work has
been in the underground site. This was a site I knew very little about until Steve Marsh (CDG)
suggested I join him and Jo Wisely for a dive one Thursday in October 2001. It was a better offer
than going to work, so I packed my rucksack and went diving. What follows is a brief description of
our current underwater explorations of this interesting site.
11-10-01 Divers: M B Thomas, S Marsh and J Wisely
In early 2001 Gavin Newman and Phil Short reached the end of the line in the deep part of the
mine, they continued laying line until they reached a stone lined tunnel at a depth of 50 meters,
here due to breathing gas margins they turned for home. For several months Gavin kept saying he
must go back and so after foot and mouth had cleared in the Forest of Dean and when Gavin was
claiming to be busy we went to have a look.
The divers arrived at the entrance expecting to see the usual mud bath but were pleasantly
surprised to find the entrance dry and dusty. Arriving at the sump pool the divers decided the water
levels must be very low, as they had walked down a significant length of the dive line. During kitting
up MBT found he had left his drysuit hood at home and so waited for SM and JW to return so he
could borrow a hood and dive. SM and JW dived down the main line stopping about 30 meters
short of the end of the line. MBT then dived and after 15 minutes arrived at the end of the line at
the stone lined tunnel. At this point in time MBT did not know what happened at the end. The diver
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was now a little confused, the end of the line was supposed to be at 50m the diver was at 32m,
MBT had forgotten about the low water levels! He was also carrying 50 meters of line and the
passage continued. After looking down the tunnel for a while the diver decided that this must be
the end of Gavin’s line and he might get a bit of a strop on if it grew a bit, so the diver returned to
base having a good look around on the way out. About 20 meters back from the end on the right
hand wall the diver noticed a side passage that he had not seen on the way in, but due to
worsening visibility the diver left it for another day.
19-10-01. Divers: M B Thomas, S Marsh
After our last dive in Noxon MBT spoke to Gavin who confirmed that the stone lined tunnel was the
end of his line and he was grateful that we had left it alone! However he had no memory of the side
passage and was happy for us to take a look. I think Gavin’s memory must have been affected by
his imminent 40th birthday.
SM and MBT dived together both divers had a pleasant dive down to the side passage MBT
noticed on his last dive, just short of the end of Gavin’s line. MBT tied a new line off and set off
down a 2 meter high 1.5m wide, extremely silty passage for several meters, which broke out into
another series of chambers at a depth of 33 meters. The diver set off across the chamber and
swam around a huge nose of rock jutting out from the left hand wall supported by two pit props!
Just beyond the nose the diver reached the head of a small shaft at a depth of 37 meters the dive
line was tied off here as the diver's gas mix was too rich to go any deeper, but the passage was
seen to continue beyond the bottom of the shaft.
20-10-01 Divers: G Newman, J Wisely      Non-Divers: M B Thomas, S Marsh
For GN birthday treat MBT and SM volunteered to carry GN kit to the dive site, JW was left to
struggle on her own! GN was kitted up with three large cylinders. He said he was too old to kit up
on his own! The divers aim was to explore beyond the stone-lined tunnel. GN reached the end of
his line and laid 5 meters of line to get through the tunnel, the diver put out about a further 10
meters of line before he realized he was swimming through a forest of pit props. GN got scared
and swam back to the safety of the tunnel and tied off his line. The diver spent several minutes
looking for a safe way through or around the pit props but could see none. This area appears to be
the last current working face of this part of the mine and is extremely unstable and should be left
well alone. Before GN returned to base he had a look along MBT line and spotted another passage
off to the right in the chamber, this was not entered. Doctor Jo swam around keeping a bit of an
eye on our aged diver during decompression! Both divers surfaced with no problems.

             

3.11.01 Divers: M B Thomas, A Stuart     Support: D Perry  (DSS)
MBT found the water level 3m higher than 2 weeks ago. The visibility was down to 6m. The diver
went back to the line he had laid on his last dive to check and tidy up some of the line belays. On
returning to base the diver did some work on the main line and got rid of an annoying loop in the
line that forced the diver up into the roof. AS did his first dive in this site and then did a great job of
getting the diving kit back out of the mine.
01-01-2002 Divers M B Thomas, G Newman, J Wisely  Support: J Thomas (WCC)
The divers had a bit of a late start today! But we wanted to find out what the water levels were
doing and maybe do some more work in the deep section. The carry into the mine was made a

Left, Jo Wisely  prepares to dive.   Below,
Steve Marsh and Mike Thomas in support.
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little more interesting when our sherpa caused a bit of a rock fall and trapped his foot - luckily no
harm was done. The water level was found to be up again but the vis. was good. GN suggested
that due to the depth of the deep levels we should look around some possible areas in the shallow
region above the shaft to look at the right hand area at the bottom, it was on the way down that the
diver found that the shaft was actually a split shaft, but the right hand side has a very nice pit prop
jammed half way down it, the diver did not hang around under it for long! One short passage was
found and entered at the bottom of the right hand shaft but this again closed down at a working
face. On the way up the main left hand shaft the diver noticed a passage leading back under the
shaft that must connect with a small hole in the floor to the left of the shaft he noticed on the way
in. Meanwhile GN was looking around the large chamber very near the start of the main line and
found a small passage leading off to the right. The diver followed this and eventually tied his line off
in a small chamber at a working face. As the diver returned he spotted another passage on the left,
this rejoined the line he had just laid and formed a nice loop. Several other ways on were noted in
this section of passage. JW had a look around on the left of the main line before dropping down
into the deep section for a bit of a swim. When all the divers had surfaced they agreed that as GN
new line was so close to the start of the main line it really should be replaced with proper 6mm dive
line, as it would soon turn into a trade route. Both MBT and GN volunteered JW for this job, as it
would make a good training exercise. MBT set off and had a good look around the top of the shaft.
The diver spotted several small passages heading off to the right of the main line, two were
entered but soon closed down at working faces, the others looked like they were going to form
small loops back into the shaft. MBT then set off down
05-01-2002 Divers: M B Thomas, G Newman, J Wisely
On arriving at the dive base GN set off first to explore the most likely looking passages he had
noticed on his last dive, unfortunately these closed down very quickly and left the diver with a small
hole in the roof above his line on the left. This passage took the diver back to the shaft and the
main line to the deep section. The diver fell out of one of the small holes in the roof of the shaft that
MBT had been looking at on his last dive, the view is impressive.
JW started relaying some of the exploration line with proper line, this was done as far as the small
chamber but the loops have yet to be done. A little of GN micro line was taken out until the diver
reached a point where GN line back to the shaft was met. MBT blundered along behind in the silt
checking JW line laying, all was fine until he met JW constructing a nice little line junction under a
deep water air bell.  The very same air bell GN had warned the diver to stay clear of due to the
inherent danger of falling debris. After MBT had composed himself he decided to surface in the air
bell to see what horrors lurked above. Actually the roof in this area was not too bad, but that’s not
the point! Jo’s forbidden air bell junction should serve as a reminder to all divers when diving in
mines please look at the roof!
12-01-2002 Divers: M B Thomas, G Newman, J Wisely
GN set off first to explore a passage seen on the right a little way down the loop passage. The
diver passed over one shaft in the floor and tied his line off at a second slightly more inviting shaft.
On returning GN explored another passage seen off to the right while laying line, the diver stopped
when he ran out of line. JW relined the short passage between the original main line and our new
right hand line. After MBT had relined the loop passage and spotted yet another passage going off
to the right, the diver set off down GN newly laid line and got to the second shaft but due to bad
visibility the diver decided not to continue and went to have a look at the other line GN had just
installed. The end of this line was quickly reached and the diver tied on another reel and continued
up a very nice passage until he reached a chamber with a large boulder pile on the opposite wall.
A possible way on was spotted off to the right but this was left for the next dive.
19-01-2002 Divers: M B Thomas, M S Foyle
MBT returned to the loop passage and took the unlined passage on the right that the diver had
noticed on the last dive. This passage did what the diver thought it might do and linked back into a
line running off to the right from the end of the new right hand main line, thus forming another loop.
The diver then swam back up the loop passage and took GN new line again and headed for the
chamber at the end of the right hand branch. On reaching the chamber the diver laid a short
section of line up over the boulder pile to the right, to a depth of –10 meters. Here a small inviting
hole could be seen to continue but thirds prompted a return to base.

Diving and exploration continues in this site and the divers hope to rediscover many more lost
passages.
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Extracts from the Upper Pitts Logbook
Edited by Brian Prewer

25.8.01 Stump Cross Cavern                                                                                      Christine G
Due to injury went on tourist type trip around N Yorks in search of some caves. Came across Stump Cross
Cavern. Newly opened reindeer cave very impressive with some huge pillars. 20-minute video following trip,
including Craven digging to create rather nice steps & walkways. Unfortunately the first two weeks of
opening reindeer cave were marred by the destruction of a particularly nice formation – they had to actually
poke something through the protective wire fence to do it. What’s wrong with some people? Hobbled &
limped home after an enjoyable afternoon.
26.8.01 Sandford Levvy                                                                            Phil & Dan Hendy
Cave found this time without difficulty. Bad timing meant that we followed 3 youths (1 torch) down the mine –
they walked all over the cave pearls & gours at the end, so not a very impressive sight to show Dan.
Examined all of the hole possible without tackle or risk to life & limb.
To finish the afternoon off we did East Twin Swallet to 2nd Chamber. Nice little stream flowing. Photos taken.
27.8.01 Rhino Rift                                                            Geoff, Jon, Tommo & Chef
Geoff rigged, Jon de-rigged in the dark! Should have charged his battery!
1.9.01 Goatchurch                                                                            Phil & Dan Hendy
Waited for two parties (approx 25!) to come out, met other parties. Cave heaving. (Is this a new game like
sofa rugby? Ed) Down to Drainpipe, which has shrunk! Failed to find Hell & How. Out via Tradesman’s. Dan
did well, needed a bunk up in places. Looked in Aveline’s, including short extension on left. Ice cream &
back.
2.9.01 GB Cavern                                                                                  Geoff & Jon E
Through the Devil’s Elbow, discovered Ooze Passage but chickened out as not sure if it went. (It doesn’t. It
was blocked after the 1968 flood. Ed) Back & to the end of West Series. Out at double time – I couldn’t have
done that 6 months ago!
7.9.01 Fairy Cave Quarry                                                                                    Weston Bros
Balch’s, Fairy Cave & A N Other – much mud in latter. Out in time for Hunter’s – what a wheeze.
9.9.01 GB Cavern                                                           Mike Thomas & Christine G
Very enjoyable trip most of the way round & to the end. CG could barely remember any of the cave from last
visit so this trip was much more enjoyable. Getting the hang of SRT due to practice the night before. Could
be dangling around many more caves in the future. (SRT in GB?? Ed)
9.9.01 Hunter’s Hole                                                 Uppy, Laurie, Geoff, Mark & John
It was nice to hang on string, after Roger agreed we could go down as no sheep were in the field. Rigged 3
routes, Mark & John did well as it was their first time on string underground. Plenty of rope rubs but we
brought some pipe insulation tubing. A good fun trip.
9.9.01 Essex Lorry Drivers
Thanks for the hospitality of the Wessex – good time had by all again. Cheers.
12.9.01 Lodmore Hole                                                                Phil H, Jon, Paul Weston
Decommissioning –it looks bare
14.9.01 Box Stone Mine                                                                                    Weston Bros
In Back Door to Eastgate, B12, Windy Passage. Most interesting navigational exercise. About 4 hours.
16.9.01 Wookey Hole                                            In 22 - divers: M Thomas & P Short.  In 9/2 – L Williams
Divers through to Chamber 22 to set up Heyphone. Les Williams in Chamber 9/2 with another Heyphone.
The aim being to try & establish comms back to a base. At the appointed time a nightmare happened – Les
was heard loud & clear in Chamber 22. That voice gets all over the place! Nowhere is now safe. And we did
not flood the MRO’s new toys!
17.9.01 Goatchurch                                                                     Club Practice Rescue
Taz was “rescued “ from beyond the Water Chamber by a large team of members. The new Heyphones
worked well. Maurice & Prew recorded the event on film.
20.9.01 Hunter’s Hole                                    Gandi, Geoff, Paul, Uppy, Ian, Myra & Marvin
A quick trip into Hunter’s Hole – Sago’s Pot, direct & right-hand route & out to pub. Geoff had to stand on the
tackle bag to rig & de-rig the right-hand route – can’t reach hanger in roof.
24.9.01 Stoke Lane                                                                           Geoff & Jonathan
Cold & wet! Found the sump but didn’t go through. A return visit is planned.
26.9.01 St Cuthbert’s                                                     Geoff, Jonathan & Dave Turner
Visited September Series, Upper Traverse, Railway Tunnel, Rabbit Warren, Gour Hall, Sump 1 & returned
via Stal Pitch Bypass & Sentry Passage followed by a couple of pints in the Hunter’s.
28-30.9.01 Derbyshire                                                               Uppy, Laurie, Russ & Ian
Arrived Friday night at Castleton after a mammoth 4 hour drive. With the intention of doing Eldon first thing
Saturday morning we decided that we should have only a couple of ales in the George. This idea was soon
abandoned when Paul, the landlord, decided to finally kick us out at 2.30am after copious amounts of beer &
a bottle of Wild Turkey. Amazingly we were all up at 9.15am hungover but enthusiastic except for one of us
who was feeling a tad worse than everyone else. Russ drove us to the cave & immediately went back to
Castleton to freshen up to return when the cave was rigged. The remaining three of us, with banging heads,
walked up the hill to the large hole in the ground. Ian went off the West Pitch & Laurie & I descended North
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Pitch. Everything was hunky-dory with the rigging. Not much to do at the bottom. After all arrived back at the
surface Ian decided he wanted to do the East Pitch as well – we certainly weren’t going to stop him. Russ
conveniently arrived in full SRT gear to help de-rig from the top! We then drove to P8 to cool off & get clean.
It was nice to get wet; unfortunately the fixed ladder on Pitch 2 is no longer there so the trip was cut short
which meant an early start in the George. All in all a fantastic weekend & we will be returning shortly.
4.10.01 St Cuthbert’s                                                    Geoff, Jon, Mark & Chris Castle
Down to Gour Hall & out via Stal Pitch & Water Shute. Another enjoyable trip with the BEC. Still having to go
to the BEC to get a trip!
5.10.01 St Cuthbert’s                                                                       Vern, Carmen & Mak
Quick trip (2½hr) down tourist route to Sump 2 - very low water. Out via circuitous deviations – proper job.
6.10.01 Charterhouse Cave                                                               Jon, Geoff, Rose & Aidan
Lovely trip – dig going well.
7.10.01 Singing River Mine                                                     Geoff, Jon(Gandi), Tim, Paul W
Water very low so no playing on inner tubes.
11-10-01 Noxon Park Iron Mine                                               Divers: M B Thomas, S Marsh, and J Wisely
Underground site, Forest of Dean. (See article in this journal. Page 151 ED.)
18.10.01 Hillier’s Cave/Cambridge Grotto                                                 Geoff, Mark R & Jon(Gandi)
Trip to Longwood/August aborted due to late arrival at the hut. Decided instead to do the somewhat shorter
trip down Hillier’s Cave. Interesting little cave, getting more gorgeous as you go on. You’ll be glad to know
that the breakthrough to Fairy Cave is filling up with water nicely!
28.10.01 OFD                                                            Jon, Kathy, Geoff & Mark H
Cwm Dwr to Top. A most splendid trip – streamway was cold on the ‘nads’. [Only applies to 3 members of
party. Log Ed]
30.10.01 Cuckoo Cleaves (nearly)                                                                                Geoff & Paul W
A quest to find the cave or an excuse to be alone in a quiet field together. “I’m sure it’s by those trees …….
Maybe not”. Well it was dark & after 1½hr of walking it was decided to call it a night – it’s not that good a trip
anyway!
31.10.01 Swildon’s                                       Phil H, Prew, Jon R, D Turner, T Turner & J Hill
Prior to the reopening of Swildon’s after the 9 months closure due to F&M & at the request of the landowner
the cave was given the once-over. Some well-used footholds appeared to be slightly slippery probably to
algae growth. No obvious changes.
1.11.01 Swildon’s (at last)                                                                                       Taz & Bean
Approach Passage & out – good to be back – onwards to more beer!
3.11.01 GB Cavern                                                                                                CSCA
All my kit had shrunk due to lack of use over the summer! All the way to the sump – well dusty muddy hole
trip into Ladder Dig Series – where was all the water? It’s not fair putting people through it unless they get
really wet & muddy. Took loads of photos in end chamber. Out via Devil’s Elbow just for the hell of it.
3.11.01 Swildon’s                                        M Thomas, Chris C, Mathew & OUCC person
Some things in life are worth the effort, like the rescue of a BEC member from the 20’ Pot! Maybe we should
rewrite the song ……”The WCC they help us through every pitch &…….”.
4.11.01 Swildon’s                                                                                                CSCA
Eight down to Sump 1 & return. Met 2 other cavers – where was the rush that we were warned of? Only took
2hrs 20mins for return trip – not bad considering one of the party was only seven. [Didn’t know the Army
recruited such young people – Log Ed]
5.11.01 Swildon’s                                                      Jon(Gandi), Tim, Myra & Geoff
First trip for Tim into Swildon’s – apparently it wasn’t ‘crawly’ enough!?
7.11.01 Bath Swallet                                    Pete H, Colin Shapter, Steve Watson & Aubrey
Wall building at top of shaft while Pete drilled more holes & retrieved three of the four sets of ‘plug &
feathers’ he got stuck last week. Hope we get some back next week!!
7.11.01 Manor Farm                                                                          Aidan, Rose & Geoff
Not very smelly & not very wet. A quick sporty trip, perfect for midweek
14.11.01 Bath Swallet                                                                Aubrey, Steve, Scammell, Fielder & Pete H
All (plug &) feathers recovered – wall nearly finished
17.11.01 Wookey 24                                                                                                      M Thomas & J Wisely
Dive to take out old line in 24. Excellent vis.
17.11.01 Rod’s Pot                                                 NBW, Cookie, Carmen, Mark Andy M & Russell Mines.
Russell raced ahead & finished the trip whilst we were still getting changed. He then ran off to catch a bus
(the wrong way). The rest of us had a good scrabble around Rod’s Pot.
17.11.01 Bath Swallet                                                                        NBW, Cookie, Carmen & Andy Morse.
Managed to get to the bottom with two ladders & some bits of string. (Three ladders are a good idea.)
18.11.01 Swildon’s                                                                                                                 Nik Nak, Chris G
To Sump 2 & back. Long, cold, wet trip – CG through sump for the first time to avoid being dragged down by
Pete H, M Thomas & M Foyle in future should she have bottled it! Reached Sump 2 & returned very wet &
cold. CG knackered, coming out on hands & knees. Visited Trat’s Temple.
18.11.01 Swildon’s                                                                                           Andy M, NBW, Mark & Cookie
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Après sofa burning trip to work the hangover off. Tip-top.
18.11.01 Rough Pot, Leck Fell                                                                                        Prew & Ric Halliwell
NHASA visit to the north. Visited NHASA North at Rough Pot beside Lost John’s – a promising dig that is
heading towards the Lost John’s Main Drain. Dr Nobel helped to enlarge the bedding plane at the end.
24.11.01 Swildon’s                                                                                                   Nik Nak & Neville Acland
Neville’s last trip into Swildon’s was in 1963 so he wanted to see what had changed & what he had forgotten.
A trip down to Sump 2 taking in Tratman’s Temple on the way. Neville enjoyed not having to climb back up
the 40’. Relaxing trip.
1.12.01 Old Timer’s Swildon’s Trip                                                      Bob Pyke, Noel Cleave & Ken Dawe
To the Black Hole Series. A combined age of 192 years, & 145 years of caving experience---- Water level
high & Sump 1 seems a tad narrower than of old. Hard holds are still in the same places 40 years on. Magic
trip.
1.12.01 Swildon’s                                                                                                                Phil H, Christine G
Took tools to clear the stone blocking the entrance drain – someone has stolen it! But blocked with twigs.
Cleared out then down the Long Dry to avoid the Wessex Tigers. Met a very slow party in the Long Dry. Past
them in the Old Grotto, then out via the Wet Way. Sportingly damp, exhilarating.
1.12.01 Swildon’s                                                      Chris G, Mike Thomas, Phil Short & Pete Mulholland
At 1.30am PS wanted to go caving so we all went to the 20’ & back. Temperature outside -3ºC. Jolly good
fun & all that.
1.12.01 Swildon’s                                                                                   Les Williams, Cookie, & Ian Timney
Maintenance & clean up trip to Mud Sump. It looked like “Das Boat” at the sump but now it is clean & tidy.
Three bags of rubbish removed & pump brought out for essential maintenance (i.e. it’s f***ed). Found
buckets, bin liners, hessian sacks, hose pipes & woolly socks filled with sand. Air bad on return!
2.12.01 Manor Farm                                                                R Pyke, K Dawe, N Cleave, R Cork & J Henly
Unfortunately the presence of youngsters spoiled the average age compared to yesterday’s Swildon’s trip.
Nevertheless, grand hole, great fun. We celebrated young Jeremy’s 60th with champagne underground.
5.12.01 Bath Swallet                                                                                P Hann, K Fielder, Steve & Aubrey
Very wet – Keith’s first trip to bottom. No draught.
7.12.01 Box Stone Mine                                                                                                               Weston Bros
To continue exploration – Back Door to The Tank – circular route then back to Quarryman’s Arms.
12.12.01 Bath Swallet                                                                              P Hann, K Fielder, Steve & Aubrey
Very dry & cold, draught going in. Started survey.
13.12.01 Eastwater                                                                                                                         Mak & Vern
To the 13 Pots & Regent Street. Two kept men with time to kill & little sense decided to visit Eastwhere? It
was going to be 13 Pots only except Mak’s dodgy memory refused to accept that there was a wet crawl on
the way to Regent Street (despite several previous trips). So we had to go there – I’ve forgotten all about it
again already!
15.12.01 Sandford Levvy                            Maurice,  Judy, Phil, Pauline,Paul W, Andy M, Wendy & Prew
 Photographic workshop, sketching school. A nice non-strenuous afternoon stroll followed by Ian Timney’s
50th birthday barrel at the Hunter’s. A good time had by all. (Guess who forgot to put a film in the camera? I
bet this is edited out of the journal. Perhaps he should buy a digital camera.)                   No, it was me.    Ed
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15.12.01 Wookey Hole                                                                                           Phil Short & Mike Thomas
70 minute swim from 3 to 22 looking for “Heffalumps & Woollies” then returning to 3 & on to 1, earning our
keep by cleaning the light for the guide.

W.C.C. Trip to Devon – with a cast of thousands (13 actually)
From the Log 25th. – 27th. Jan. 2002

We popped down to Buckfastleigh for the weekend to annoy some canoeists who thought that they
(2) had a sole booking. (AGAIN!)
Friday evening we were suitably motivated and Tigers went to Dog Hole. (Dog Leg Extensions)
Russell suffered on back at first squeeze and joined Paper Tigers Prid. Trip!! End of Dog Leg
extensions is superbly descended chamber of immense proportions. (Honest) (No really!) Retired
to pub. (Kings Arms) for official lock in  prior to early(ish) start on Sat.
Met Ken Dawe at Radford Cave for trip round twice (Emsie and Kev 3 times) and then back to
Penrecca for some SRT and exploration of Slate Caverns. We did not piss off Greater Horseshoe
bat in lower tunnels as he was still there on return.Back to Kings Arms for official lock in, 1.00a.m.!!
Sunday afternoon dawned bright(ish) and cheery(ish) and we set of to Baker’s Pit. Superb trip with
12 persons, did all the cave with the exception of Intershaw Passage off Judge Chamber (couldn’t
succour anybody into it, except Mr. Cooke, Mr. Morse & Mr. Timney)
Back to DSS Hut for tea and then off to Hound Tor to have Hound burgers at the Hound of the
Basket Meals, walked up Hound Tor in the rain and gale force wind and had photos taken doing
semaphore from the top of the tor. Back to the car park and forced to eat more Burgers, cakes and
tea. Excellent weekend enjoyed by all.
Key Players were:- Mr. Williams(Les), Mr. Cooke, Mr. Morse, Mr. Timney, Mr Dawe,Mr.Richardson,
Ms. Williams(Jo), Emsie & Kev, Mad Dr. Russell Mines, Biff & Lou, R. Mark.

Left, Librarian and Hut Warden ;          Centre, Cave Pearls ;                Right, Phil Hendy in the Adit.
Photo’s   Brian Prewer.
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Sir,
I have read with some interest and concern NBW’s article on cave diving in Pridhamsleigh Cavern
in the last Wessex Journal V26 No 278. There are a few points regarding the technicalities of this
dive that I feel the need to comment on for the benefit of less experienced members in these
matters. The choice of equipment the divers opted to take into the cave was unsuitable for the
planned dive. Two 7litre cylinders and a diving wetsuit are more than adequate for this trip.
Carrying too much gear into a cave regardless of the “reassurance of extra technology” is counter
productive as it will only serve to exhaust and over heat the diver making them more susceptible to
diving related injuries. I was interested to see that their safety/decompression stops were
conducted at ten and five meters; due to various physiological reasons decompression, since the
late 1980’s, has been done at nine, six and three meters. NBW also states that he found the
“Release valve on my drysuit yet to be worn in.”  Drysuit dump valves either work or they don’t. A
faulty valve is at best a nuisance and in times of stress potentially lethal! I would suggest to NBW
he gets the offending valve serviced or replaced. I was confused to read the statement “nicely
over-weighted” I have yet to see a diver in the water who is comfortable whilst being over-
weighted. If you are over-weighted your gas consumption is higher and the potential for
uncontrolled descents or ascents especially when combined with a faulty dump valve is high,
neither make for a good day! At the time of writing neither Neil Wooldridge nor Gary Asson are
members of the Cave Diving Group.                 Michael Thomas

The would-be conquerors of the Berger, training in Lost John’s on 16th Feb

        

Club News

Andy Morse, Les Williams and   Dave
Cooke at Radford Cave, Plymouth.

L-R ,  Veteran Ken Dore, Les, Russel, Lou,
Biff, Cookie, Jo Williams and Mark  Edwards.
Photo’s Ian Timney.

Left, Dave Cooke and Les Williams on Battleaxe Traverse.   Centre, Mark Kellaway ascending
Valhala.    Right, Paul Waklin  and Lou Biffin pause below Lyle Caverns.    Photo’s Ian Timney
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Notes of committee meeting  3rd Feb.
Diving Suits. Two old Seebie Gorman bottom-walking diving suits were found in the loft during
building work (one has since lost its logo!)  Does anyone know their history? It would be nice to see
them in an appropriate museum.
Ladders. Some ladders are being returned to the store unwashed and with the ends clipped
together, which is bad for the ladder. Please return all tackle as you would wish to find it.
Browns Folly Mine. This has now been locked in the interest of bat conservation. Access can be
gained with the standard C.S.C.C key. Remember to take one with you when you visit.
Day Fee Box.  An honesty box has been fitted in the kitchen. If you use the hut for any significant
length of time or use the kitchen it is only fair to contribute to hut running costs.
The Boiler Fund.  Donations have begun to come in. A limited edition of  Atty’s G. B . picture is
available for £15  (framing by negotiation). No more than  50 copies will be produced. Also copies
of the club’s Atty pictures can be bought  for £5, made to order. A file can be seen in the library.
Boiler Fund T shirts. “Reg” has been commissioned to design the logo, based on Pauline’s idea.
James Cobbett. We received an E-mail from James saying that he has now bought a house in
Panama. He now intends to take his 44ft sail boat on a four month cruise to the British Virgin
Islands. All right for some!

New Members, elected 16th Feb and  10th March
Mark Edwards,                           53 Wedmore Park, Southdown, Bath, BA2 1JZ        01225 352244
Alison Moody                             Fountain Cottage, Priddy, BA5 3BE.                        01749 870006

Change of Address
Mike Cooper                               40 Lillebonne Close, Wellington, Somerset, TA21 9EX.
Nigel Graham                             new home telephone number                                   01305 823607

Mendip Caving 2002
Similar to the 2000 event, this will include a Friday introduction at the Hunters, a regional B.C.R.A.
conference, hopefully a “Wessex Challenge”, the M.R.O. Stomp and other fun and games. Les is
looking for help to run this event. Please contact him.

Hidden Earth, September 27th – 29th.
This years B.C.R.A. Event will be in Monmouth at the Leisure Centre and Comprehensive School.

Berger Trip, August 1st. – 10th.
The first newsletter is now on the Club Website. It is important that Les knows you are definitely
going. There is a special Berger Website, berger-request@tpp.org  If you want to get information
sent just E-mail  “subscribe” and you will get subsequent newsletters.

1.  Chose a tree with a decent clear drop from a suitable branch. An apple tree with a maximum of
10', until the branch breaks off, is insufficient.

2.  If the tree, a willow for example, has a smooth vertical trunk so that you need a ladder to tie the
rope on, then avoid days when a local gale can blow the ladder away while you’re off it, tying
the rope on to the branch.

3.  A gale will only carry cries for help downwind. So chose a tree upwind of your house. Your wife
understands about cavers. Your downwind neighbour probably doesn’t, and there could be
some unkindly mirth involved.

4.  Almost no cave descents are rigged with the rope directly underneath a rock bridge on which
one sits. This is one disadvantage of tree branches for SRT practice.

S.R.T for the Elderly.     By Noel Cleave.

A couple of weekends back I was introduced to the joys of  S.R.T. on
the Upper Pitts scaffolding. Messrs Pyke and Dawe kindly loaned me
the kit to consolidate and improve my proficiency at home. As one of
the Club’s older and wiser  members, I think I ought to pass on a few
tips for garden S.R.T. Practice.
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5.  Without a rescue ladder, a classical free abseil with a wet 10mm rope will remind you why it
really needs thick trousers and leather shoulder patch.

6.  If you site the rope over the middle of a stream, for the extra drop and greater reality, you may
find that the water is fractionally deeper than your Wellington boots.

7.  If you get your flooded Wellington boots tangled up in the spare rope, then you may also find
that the water is armpit deep to a seated human being.

8.  On or about 23rd. February the water tends to be astonishingly bracing.
9.  Caves hardly sway at all, even in a gale. Tree-mounted practice deviations can exhibit a playful

snatchiness towards Cows-tails.
10.  Even without leaves on the tree, by daylight your antics may pass un-noticed. Night-time

practice is far more realistic except that very few caves can guarantee an interested audience of
non-cavers

There is something about a man wearing a caving helmet and light, festooned with SRT gear,
hanging from a willow tree, at night, which attracts undesirable sub-species of human beings as
observers.

  .
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Fez finds a way to avoid sending a Happy
New Year greeting home from the Hunters.
Photo,  Tomo Thomas.

Phil, Maurice, Garth, Ian and Cookie take a
well earned break at the working weekend.
Photo Pauline Grosart.

Forthcoming Events
Herault  Trip 26th July to 10th August.               Berger Trip 1st  August to 10th  August

M.R.O Underground Workshop in G.B.          Details from M.R.O.               All Welcome

Wessex Committeee Meetings,     14th April,   9th June,  14th July   and   Ist September.

Penderyn Weekend, 3rd to 6th May at W.S.G. Cottage  (Berger Training but open to all)

Mendip Caving 2002 June  14th to 16th.
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Hut Building Progress Report
On the weekends 2/3 Feb and 2/3 March
the central heating boiler exchange was
completed. A new door and frame has
been fitted to the boiler house and the
rotten frame in the porch has been
replaced. Thanks are due to Brian Prewer,
Ian Timney and their gofors. Dave
Meridith finaly sorted the pot-bellied stove
flue and Les and Mark put new joints on
the scaffold.
Left, Dom Sealy in Sendero Luminoso.
Below, Ian makes the switch to oil,

Support the Boiler Fund.

Buy An “Atty” Picture.
Make a Donation.

And/or Buy a Special T-Shirt.

Currently the fund has reached £400


